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IWPR Champions Women’s Rights: IWPR works to
champion issues of women’s rights around the globe
while supporting female civic activists and reporters

WPR is a non-governmental organisation that gives
]VPJL[VWLVWSLH[[OLMYVU[SPULZVMJVUÅPJ[HUK[YHUsition to help them drive change. Founded in 1992,
IWPR now works in more than two dozen countries
and territories in Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America,
and the Middle East. IWPR supports activists, human
and women’s rights defenders, reporters, and citizen
QV\YUHSPZ[Z PU THU` JV\U[YPLZ PU JVUÅPJ[ JYPZPZ HUK
transition around the world. We contribute to peace
and good governance by strengthening the ability of
media and civil society to speak out. This is accomplished by training, mentoring, and providing platforms, building up the institutional capacity of media
and civic groups, and working with independent, and
VɉJPHSWHY[ULYZ[VYLTV]LIHYYPLYZ[VMYLLL_WYLZZPVU
robust public debate, and citizen engagement.

IWPR in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA):
IWPR has been working in the MENA region for over a

in challenging environments. IWPR’s work around the
world supports and strengthens emerging women’s
organisations and promotes women’s active participation. Our civil society and media partners not only
highlight inequalities and abuses, but also celebrate
the achievements of women driving change in their
own societies. Much of IWPR’s work focuses on giving voice to those who might not otherwise be heard.
Targeted programming promotes the voices of womLUPUJVUÅPJ[aVULZI`[YHPUPUNMLTHSLQV\YUHSPZ[ZHUK
WYV]PKPUN [OLT ^P[O LɈLJ[P]L TLKPH WSH[MVYTZ HUK
MVYH MVY ^VTLU PU JVUÅPJ[KP]PKLK YLNPVUZ WYV]PKPUN
a vital space for women participation in peace-building, political, and economic processes. Furthermore,
women human rights defenders stay safe in often
hostile environments thanks to IWPR programming
on physical and digital safety awareness.

INSTITUTE FOR WAR AND PEACE REPORTING (IWPR)

decade. IWPR’s work helps build a vibrant and independent media, active civic and community groups,
and democratic institutions across the MENA region.
Initiatives in the region have strengthened journalist
and civil society institutions in a variety of ways, from
supporting legal and structural reform around policies, including freedom of information and women’s
rights, and political participation to real time management and programme implementation support to
build sustainable organisations. IWPROHZVɉJLZHUK
maintains a presence in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Leba-
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Alumni of IWPR’s programming have assumed leading roles in government, civil society, academia, the
media, and (in some cases) in the non-violent oppoZP[PVU6[OLYZMVYJLK[VÅLL[OLPYJV\U[YPLZHYLHK]Vcating and working in other ways in support of their
principles and objectives, helping to plan transitions,
and organising support for refugees.

non, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey in addition to running regional programmes across the entire Middle East and
North Africa region.

IWPR
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derstanding to deliver expert advice and action.
BCI is a company that is nimble enough to respond quickly to the needs of clients. Its global
network of consultants provides bespoke talent
and expertise to projects and programmes.
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BCI’s senior consultants have worked to develop the capacity of political actors in emerging
democracies and traditional societies to better
Established in 2014, its senior consultants have respond to the challenges inherent in dramatic
KLLW L_WLYPLUJL PU [OL ÄLSK VM PU[LYUH[PVUHS JOHUNL/H]PUNSP]LKHUK^VYRLKPUJVUÅPJ[HUK
democracy and development. Combining dec- WVZ[JVUÅPJ[LU]PYVUTLU[ZBCI consultants unades of work in challenging political environ- derstand the obstacles to reconciliation within
ments, BCI has the right mix of talent and un- and among communities.

inda Consulting International (BCI) is a
European-based political and international development consultancy providing
analysis, training, and research with expertise
in programme design, public opinion research,
women’s political participation, political strategy, crisis communication, and organisational
training.

BINDA C ONSULTING INTERNATIONAL (BCI)

T

Often, when highly experienced monitoring and

More often than not, community-based activists have an acute understanding of what their
communities need, but struggle in communicatPUN[OH[ULLKLɈLJ[P]LS`[VWV[LU[PHSHUKHJ[\HS
donors. However, it is not only essential to be
able to describe program needs, and ultimately demonstrate impact for donors, but it is also
good practice for organizations.

his handbook is designed for and targeted
to new and growing civil society organizations. It attempts to introduce monitoring
and evaluation (M&E) concepts in an easily digestible manner. The authors are development practitioners with more than twenty years’ experience
working in and with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and community-based activists.
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In this handbook, we examine key M&E terms and
concepts, try to understand some of the jargon,
HUKOV^HUK^OLYL[OVZLPKLHZÄ[PU[VV\YTVUP[VYPUN HUK L]HS\H[PVU VM WYVNYHTZ <ZPUN H ÄJ[Ptious NGO called the Global Peace Organization
we illustrate the use of some of the tools of M&E.

At its core, M&E planning is merely a well thought
out description of what you intend to do, describing the actions you will take and the impact
you expect. It is also about how to communicate
[VIV[O`V\Y[LHTHUKV[OLYZLɈLJ[P]LS`

evaluation experts begin talking about M&E, they
use terms and describe systems that intimidate
less experienced program implementers. This
OHUKIVVR [YPLZ [V [HRL P[ Z[LWI`Z[LW KLÄUPUN
concepts, and using examples to aid in making
M&E a less intimidating subject.

ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK
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We repeat several times, because it is a critical

M&E processes allow you to communicate the
‘what’ or ‘why’ of your work or program. They
allow you to design a plan that demonstrates
programmatic need and logic, enabling you to
systematically evaluate results and communicate them coherently.

ave you ever had someone tell you something only to think, «So what?» or «What’s
the point?»

Let’s begin with saying that we will use the abbreviation M&E to mean monitoring and evaluation and, to illustrate the process throughout
[OL OHUKIVVR ^L OH]L LZ[HISPZOLK H ÄJ[P[PV\Z
organization.

point, that while monitoring and evaluation plans
are something donors might require, they are
also invaluable for your organization. M&E plans
allow you to achieve results and learn from the
experience to improve the impact of your organization.

INTRODUCTION
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GPO is applying for six months of funding, with a maximum of $100,000 available, and has
been asked to include an M&E plan with their proposal.

;OPZPZ[OLTPZZPVUVMV\YÄJ[P[PV\ZVYNHUPaH[PVU

This is GPO’s vision for the future. This vision guides the long-term work of the organization.

Global Peace Organization (GPO)

EXAMPLE
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hat if GPO claimed that it would erad- about what they can achieve. Without being able
PJH[LHYTLKJVUÅPJ[^P[OPUZP_TVU[OZ to demonstrate and quantify how they do that,
they risk losing all credibility and support of poand with a maximum of $100,000?
tential donors.
That would be a huge claim to make, and if it
were able to do this, the organization would be a It is entirely understandable—and expected—
that an organization’s vision guides its actions,
certain Nobel Peace Prize winner.
projects, and global objectives. It is, however,
Unfortunately, many inexperienced organiza- unrealistic for a vision to be the objective of a
tions believe they need to make grand claims ZPUNSLHUKZWLJPÄJWYVQLJ[

QUESTION

A

.76^HU[ZH^VYSK^P[OV\[HYTLKJVUÅPJ[/V^ever, given the amount of time and money committed to this program, it will realistically design
a program that is achievable and has impact to
contribute to their vision of a better world: training
JVTT\UP[`IHZLKJVUÅPJ[YLZVS\[PVUTLKPH[VYZ

;OLYLPZHKPɈLYLUJLIL[^LLU]PZPVUHUK[OLVIjectives of a given program. For example:

So, before we begin, let us agree that we need
to be realistic in setting goals, and the amount of
impact any one program can have.

chieving our vision is much like building
a house; you need to plan, measure, adjust, take it step-by-step, measure some
more, evaluate progress, add, build, and so on.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

DON’T OVERESTIMATE YOUR IMPACT!
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efore we examine how the Global Peace
Organization designs its program, let us
take some time to understand some key
M&E terms and concepts. The terminology used
in monitoring and evaluation can be intimidating.
People are often confused by the many—and
KPɈLYLU[·[LYTZ \ZLK PU WYVQLJ[ WSHUUPUN HUK
monitoring and evaluation.

Remember you should demonstrate there is a
need for a program, identify a particular problem,
or set of problems, describe your interventions
(or activities) and what you believe the impact
will be. You need to map out how a sequence
VM `V\Y HJ[P]P[PLZ SLHKZ [V ZWLJPÄJ V\[JVTLZ
that contribute to achieving your objective. To
ILLɈLJ[P]LH[KVPUN[OPZ^LJHU\ZLH3VNPJHS
Framework, which is essentially a chart showing
+PɈLYLU[KVUVYZ\ZLKPɈLYLU[^VYKZ[VKLZJYPIL[OL a logical progression and providing descriptions
same things, which makes it all the more confusing. of how you plan to measure your progress.

UNDERSTANDING TERMINOLOGY

M
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Monitoring also helps you systematically track
JVUKP[PVUZ VY [YLUKZ [OH[ PUÅ\LUJL `V\Y WYVgram. For instance, external factors such as
NSVIHSVYYLNPVUHSJVUÅPJ[ZTH`PUÅ\LUJLJVTT\UP[`IHZLKHYTLKJVUÅPJ[Z4VUP[VYPUN[OLZL
MHJ[VYZ OLSWZ `V\ \UKLYZ[HUK [OL LɈLJ[P]LULZZ
of your project.

For instance, for a training project that provides
WHY[PJPWHU[Z ^P[O JVUÅPJ[ YLZVS\[PVU ZRPSSZ `V\
should monitor not only how many participants
attend your training, but what exact skills parInformation is collected at every step of the pro- ticipants gained from your training and how and
ject so you can make adjustments while work is when they use the new skills after the training.
NVPUNVU@V\ZOV\SKÄUKH^H`[VTVUP[VY^OH[ @V\ JHU HSZV TVUP[VY OV^ WHY[PJPWHU[Z» JVUÄhappens around the project, not just the activi- dence levels or lives have improved because of
ties of the project.
these new skills.

onitoring is an ongoing and systematic process that gathers information to
track the progress of a project.

MONITORING
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and helps you and donors see that you were
realistic in your planning and can implement
your project.
 (YL^LTHRPUNHKPɈLYLUJL&;OPZPZ[OLHZsessment of your organisation’s and your
;OLYLHYLZL]LYHSKPɈLYLU[TL[OVKZHUKZ`Z[LTZ
project’s impact.
to evaluate projects, that we examine later in 3. Are these the right things to do? Often we
this handbook. However, all evaluations answer
design activities without asking if they are
three universal questions:
the right activities to reach our goal. By examining if your activities are the right ones to
1. Are we doing what we said we would do?
achieve the change you want, you maximise
This is the internal validation of your project
the strategic relevance of your project.

valuation assesses changes resulting from
project interventions to determine if a project has reached its goals and delivered
what was expected according to the plan.

EVALUATION

L

>OPSLP[TH`ZLLTJVUM\ZPUNH[ÄYZ[[OLMYHTLwork provides a logical, step-by-step approach
to the elements of a project as they are implemented.

ogical Framework (also known as LogFrame) is the most common method for
designing, monitoring and evaluating projects. This framework is also known as «goal-oriented project planning» or «objectives-oriented
planning.»

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

A
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Activities are also called interventions or Inputs.
They are what you do, such as conducting a
training or providing a service.

ctivity is the most basic element of a project. Projects may include more than one
activity to contribute to one or more outcomes or results.

ACTIVITY
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I

For each element of the project, it is useful to
UV[LYPZRZHUKHZZ\TW[PVUZ[OH[TH`HɈLJ[[OL
achievements of what is being monitored or
evaluated. In this example, the risk is that participants do not attend your training. The assumption is that 24 participants will attend the
training.

ndicator is proof that an activity happened, or
a result is achieved. If you hold a training for
 JVUÅPJ[ TLKPH[VYZ `V\ JHU ]LYPM` [OH[ [OL
training was held by asking participants to sign
in when they attend the training. The sign-up
sheet is how you measure the indicator that the
activity happened.

INDICATOR

O

How do you measure—or verify—that participants have new skills or knowledge? The easiest way to measure this indicator is to ask par-

If you have held a training to transfer skills or
knowledge to 24 participants, you expect the
output will be that some or most of them have
gained new skills or knowledge. Since you do
not usually have 100% success, you may decide that 20 participants acquiring new skills or
knowledge is an achievable output. The fact that
these 20 participants have new skills is your indicator that the output has been achieved.

utputs are the immediate results of an
activity or intervention. Determine what
output or outputs you expect as a result
of your activity. Outputs are also known as expected results or intermediate results. Outputs
are tangible things the project will deliver.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

What are the risks and assumptions that may
HɈLJ[ WHY[PJPWHU[Z NHPUPUN UL^ ZRPSSZ VY RUV^Sedge? One risk is that your trainer is not clear
enough to transfer the knowledge. Another risk
may be that the training environment was not
conducive to learning—was it too hot and all
participants fell asleep during the training? An
assumption is that the participants are clever
enough—or interested enough—to absorb the
information of the training. If you hold a training
VUJVUÅPJ[YLZVS\[PVUZRPSSZHUK`V\YWHY[PJPWHU[Z
HYL\UJVTMVY[HISLLUNHNPUNPUTLKPH[PVULɈVY[Z
you have—incorrectly—assumed that participants are interested in the topic of the training.

ticipants. You can distribute a questionnaire to
participants, or interview them, to ask them what
new information and knowledge they gained as
a result of the training.

OUTPUTS
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You can measure—or verify—the outcome in
several ways. You can follow up with each participant by contacting them to see how they
used their new skills. You survey community
leaders or security forces to see if participants
are using their skills in the community.

utcome Once your participants have
new skills and knowledge, what do you
expect them to do with that knowledge?
What they do and how they use that knowledge
is the outcome of the project. If the participants
all go home and do not use the knowledge, then
there is no outcome for the project. But if at least
VM[OLTLUNHNLPUJVUÅPJ[YLZVS\[PVUVYTLKPation, then those are indicators of your outcome.
0UV[OLY^VYKZP[PZ[OLILULÄ[`V\YWYVQLJ[OHZ
delivered.

To achieve this outcome, you assume that your
participants will be in a position to use their new
skills and knowledge in their communities to
PKLU[PM`WV[LU[PHSJVUÅPJ[HUKLUNHNLPUTLKPH[PVU(YPZRTH`IL[OH[YLNPVUHSJVUÅPJ[ZPUÅ\LUJLSVJHSJVUÅPJ[VYTLKPH[VYZTPZZ[OLZPNUZ
VMLTLYNPUNJVUÅPJ[

OUTCOME

O

bjective is what you are trying to achieve,
it must be S.M.A.R.T. SWLJPÄJ Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

IV\UKHUVIQLJ[P]LPZHJOPL]LK^P[OPUHZWLJPÄJ
period.

OBJECTIVE
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mpact is the measurable long-term objective
or goal.

IMPACT

T

heory of Change this is essentially a description of how your interventions lead to
impact. It is a concise description of cause
HUKLɈLJ[^OPJOPUMVYTZ`V\HUKWV[LU[PHSKVnors of how you plan to have an impact. Most
simply, a theory of change is a logical series of
«if/then» statements. For example; If we do this,
then this will happen. If we do this other thing
building on the previous thing, then this will happen. And so on.

THEORY OF C HANGE

I
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U [OL ÄYZ[ PUZ[HUJL VM WYVNYHT KLZPNU HKVW[ 1. Establish what problem or condition exists as
a systematic approach to explaining how your
H ÄYZ[ Z[LW PU KL[HPSPUN `V\Y SVNPJ MVY H WYVinterventions will address a condition or probgram or project; this is your Problem StateSLT>LJVU[PU\L[V\ZL[OLL_HTWSLVMV\YÄJ[Pment. Collect data to demonstrate that the
tious peace focused organization, GPO.
condition needs to change.

HOW DOES IT ALL FIT TOGETHER?
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2. Since one project will not eliminate all conÅPJ[`V\T\Z[PKLU[PM`^OH[ZWLJPÄJJVUKP-

tion your program intends to address.

HOW DOES IT ALL FIT TOGETHER?

3. Given the change your program intends to
bring about, use a Theory of Change model

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

to demonstrate how that will happen. This is
the beginning of a logical framework.

HOW DOES IT ALL FIT TOGETHER?
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^P[OPU[OL[PTLHUKÄUHUJPHSJVUZ[YHPU[ZVMHWYVQLJ[·[OH[^H`^OH[PTWHJ[`V\HYLHISL[VLɈLJ[
will be an achievement for which you can take
honest credit.
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0U V\Y L_HTWSL VM H ÄJ[P[PV\Z VYNHUPaH[PVU JHSSLK
the Global Peace Organization (GPO), the team is
now ready to develop its monitoring and evaluation framework for a proposal or program to adKYLZZJVUÅPJ[([[OPZZ[HNL.76ULLKZ[VNH[OLY
Sometimes, organizations overestimate their abil- baseline data that help to establish realistic indicaity to have an impact. They might do this because tors. You cannot measure change or impact unless
they genuinely believe they have the ability, or they you articulate the key (baseline) conditions that exwant to impress potential donors. Donors are, ist before a project begins. Recall that an indicator
however, in the business of supporting change is a measurement of something. If it is an objective
makers and recognize what is realistic, possible, indicator you are quantifying the achievement of
HUK HJOPL]HISL >OPSL `V\Y LɈVY[Z TPNO[ PUKLLK that objective. If it is an activity indicator, you are
JVU[YPI\[L·V]LY [PTL·[V TVYL ZPNUPÄJHU[ PT- measuring elements of that activity.
pact, be smart about what you can realistically do

([[OPZWVPU[V\YÄJ[P[PV\ZNYV\WOHZPKLU[PÄLK[OL
WYVISLTPZVSH[LKHZWLJPÄJJVUKP[PVU[OH[ULLKZ
to be changed, and provided a theory of change
demonstrating the potential for IMPACT. It is beyond the organization’s capacity and ability, in a
single project, to achieve complete disarmament
HUKYLTV]LHSSMHJ[VYZ[OH[JVU[YPI\[L[VJVUÅPJ[
However, it is within its ability to take logical steps
to improve the situation and have IMPACT.

DISCUSSION

To begin, we would need to gather data related
[V[OLH]LYHNLU\TILYVMJVUÅPJ[Z(ÄYZ[Z[LW
would be to conduct what is called desktop review, or desk research. That means collecting
existing data which are relevant to our understanding of meeting our objectives. For example, national or international health authorities or
research institutes might publish regular reports
VU PU[LYJVTT\UHS JVUÅPJ[ KLH[OZ VY PUQ\YPLZ
Other non-governmental organizations may
[YHJRJVUÅPJ[VY[OLWYVSPMLYH[PVUVMZTHSSHYTZ

So, what is measurable in this example objective?
 ;OLU\TILYVM[YHPULKTLKPH[VYZ
 ;OLU\TILYVMJVUÅPJ[Z[OL`TLKPH[L
 ;OLU\TILYVMJVTT\UP[PLZ[HYNL[LK

Objective: Trained mediators resolve emerging
JVUÅPJ[ZPUZP_[HYNL[JVTT\UP[PLZ

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

We could conduct primary research through interviews or questionnaires. For example, we could
speak with crucial actors using a systematic set
of questions; these are also known as ‘Key Informant Interviews’. The data collected are analysed
and used as part of our baseline knowledge, or
to demonstrate the need for a program. We can
distribute questionnaires among vital audiences;
security institutions, community-based organiza[PVUZOLHS[OHUK^LSMHYLVɉJPHSZ[YPIHSSLHKLYZOPW
and even youth at risk of being combatants.

GPO EXAMPLE
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conducted several key informant interviews,
P[ OHZ KL[LYTPULK [OH[ V]LY [OL WHZ[ Ä]L `LHYZ
[OLYLPZHUH]LYHNLVM[^VJVUÅPJ[ZPULHJOVM[OL
six target communities. In communities A and B,
º;OLU\TILYVMJVUÅPJ[ZTLKPH[LKI`[YHPULK [OL JVUÅPJ[Z HYL TVZ[ VM[LU [OL JH\ZL VM [LUparticipants.’
sions between two tribes, in the remaining four,
PUZ[PNH[VYZ VM JVUÅPJ[ HYL JYPTPUHS NHUNZ ]`PUN
If we do not know the current or historic num- for territory or economic dominance.
ILYVMJVUÅPJ[ZV\Y[HYNL[^V\SKILN\LZZ^VYR
well informed perhaps, but still guesswork. It is GPO may have good relationships with the tribal
important to note that sometimes, in some con- leadership in communities A and B and feel that
ditions, there are no baseline data available. But its interventions will be more successful in those
where they exist, it is important to use data to communities than in the remaining communities.
improve both your and others’ understanding of Therefore, the organization may believe that it can
the context. Existing data help establish realistic YLK\JL[YPIHSJVUÅPJ[HS[VNL[OLY0U[OLYLTHPUPUN
targets that can be compared against a baseline. four communities (C, D, E, and F), GPO may feel
[OH[[OLJYPTPUHSUH[\YLVMJVUÅPJ[^PSSILTVYLKPMBecause GPO conducted a desktop review and ÄJ\S[[VHKKYLZZHUKLZ[PTH[L[OH[VM[OLYLTHPU-

Data collected will make the task of setting indicators easier. Let’s look at the measurable element of the objective above.

DISCUSSION
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PUN LPNO[ JVUÅPJ[Z VU H]LYHNL WLY `LHY PU [OVZL WSHU[VJVUK\J[PU[LY]PL^Z^P[OZLJ\YP[`VɉJPHSZ
communities, they may realistically prevent four.
tribal leaders, or other community based non-govTheir indicator for this objective would therefore be: ernmental organizations to measure its indicator.
Designing a program in this systematic way alº,SPTPUH[L [YPIHS JVUÅPJ[ PU JVTT\UP[PLZ (  ) lows an organization to know well in advance
HUKYLK\JLJYPTPUHSS`TV[P]H[LKJVUÅPJ[PU*+ what needs to be measured, and when. It allows
E, and F by four’.
an organization to determine what resources
O\THU HUK ÄUHUJPHS ^PSS IL ULLKLK [V NH[OLY
There are risks and assumptions that go into es- the data. Aside from the organizational value, it
tablishing any indicator. For this example indicator, HSZV KLTVUZ[YH[L [OL LɈLJ[P]LULZZ VM `V\Y VYwe assume the yearly average will be maintained, ganization to potential donors. Besides, many
HUKHYPZRPZ[OH[[YPIHSJVUÅPJ[ILJVTLZYLNPVUHS donors will ask for your organization to develand not contained to those two communities. If op a monitoring and evaluation plan for projects
this is GPO’s objective indicator, it will need to de- that they fund.
scribe how it plans to measure the indicator. It will
verify meeting this objective by interviewing partic- In the next section we will explore in more detail
PWHU[Z[VKL[LYTPULOV^THU`JVUÅPJ[Z[OL`OH]L M&E tools and data collection.
mediated to a peaceful resolution. GPO may also

DISCUSSION
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n project management, you are always collecting information. In fact, you should collect data before you even have funding for a
project. A needs assessment is conducted to
demonstrate that your proposal meets actual
needs, baseline data support your project design as well as your monitoring and evaluation
plan.

What makes good data? How information is collected is important, and how it is processed determines credibility. For example, if someone makes
claims about an entire population based on a small
sample of interviews, the claims may not be credible. This is not to say that small sample data collection is not valuable, but when presenting information you must be honest about its validity.

DATA C OLLECTION

P

For example, if a journalist reports on research

rimary sources are those that actually collect data and interpret it. Secondary sources are second hand accounts. Primary
sources are better in that you can determine the
credibility of the data and understand the context
for analyses and conclusions you make.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

into health outcomes based on a newly released
study, they may be thoroughly competent in their
YLWVY[HNLHUKJYLKPIS`JVU]L`ÄUKPUNZ/V^L]er, if you want to design a program based on that
information, it is better that you go to the original
source (the people who conducted the study)
and review the information and understand the
data as was collected.

PRIMARY VERSUS SECONDARY
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2. Conducting unique research—your organization can interview and survey people and
other organizations. You must establish systematic data collection in these cases and be

1. Desktop review—examining relevant existing
data. These could include academic studies,
reports from intergovernmental organizations
such as the World Bank Group, the World
Health Organization, as well as other reputable non-governmental organizations.

ollecting data before implementing a program allows you to demonstrate the need
for a program and establish a benchmark
from which you measure progress. There are numerous ways in which you can establish baseline data; some of which are:

Most small NGOs do not have the resources
[V KL]LSVW LSHIVYH[L KH[H JVSSLJ[PVU LɈVY[Z
but can, at a minimum, conduct simple surveys and interviews with key people. This
data collection can occur at events or during
activities related the program, or within the
community.

clear about your limitations and your methodology. For example, you may conduct an
online survey to obtain baseline data. In this
example, you need to describe your sample
of respondents as best you can because, obviously, you will not get data from those who
do not have access to the internet. However,
using an online survey may not invalidate the
data, unless your program targets a population without access to the internet.

BASELINE

3. Collaborative baseline setting—These processes involve gathering people to work on
establishing baseline indicators. Participants
HYL\Z\HSS`ILULÄJPHYPLZVMWYVNYHTZL_WLY[Z
PU [OL Z\IQLJ[ TH[[LY HUK VY WYVNYHT Z[HɈ
that have experience in the proposed activ-
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ities. Collaborative approaches rely on the
L_WLYPLUJLZHUKKPɈLYPUNWLYZWLJ[P]LZVM[OL
individuals involved, as well as discussions
and exercises intended to establish context
and good practice.

BASELINE
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Population health, politics, and market research
surveys or opinion polls for public or academic
consumption, as an example, should be rigorously designed and keen attention paid to the
sampling methodology. Surveys for programs
should to be well thought out, designed, and

urveys are important research instruments
and can be as simple as basic questionnaires distributed to relevant respondents.
A survey represents the opinions of a sample of
the entire population with whom you are concerned. If you want to understand the perceptions
of an entire population of say 10 Million people
you couldn’t possibly survey all of them, nor do
you need to. You identify a sample that is representative of the whole population and survey that
ZHTWSLVMPUKP]PK\HSZ;OLYLZWVUKLU[Z^PSSYLÅLJ[
opinions that are representative of the whole.

 )L KLSPILYH[L PU KLZPNUPUN [OL ÅV^ VM X\LZtions. Understand the use of language and
consider how the order of questions might
PUÅ\LUJLHUZ^LYZ-VYL_HTWSLPM`V\HZRH
question such as «What are your opinions of
corruption?» followed by a question related to
government actors, it is likely answers about
actors will include perceptions of corruption.

1. Be clear what information you need before
designing a questionnaire. Think about how
you will use that information and how it contributes to your programming.

There are some crucial elements to surveys to
keep in mind:

distributed, but may not need to meet the same
rigor as academic or population studies.

SURVEYS

3. Take time to develop your sampling—the
group of people from whom you want to obtain information. If your organization is conducting a large-scale poll, work with a statistician to identify a valid sample. Universities
and state population research institutions are
approachable and often willing to help draw
a sample. Sample size is important in terms
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5. Be sure that the data collection process is usable by those who will be analysing the information. Many on-line surveying tools have databases that present the data in ways that allow
for various forms of analyses. Google Forms,
for example, uses a simple spreadsheet that
HSSV^Z\ZLYZ[VÄS[LYZPTWSLKH[HZL[Z

Generally, questionnaires should begin with
VMJVUÄKLUJLVMKH[H:THSSZHTWSLZJHUIL
general demographic questions and then
]HSPK I\[ `V\ T\Z[ \UKLYZ[HUK [OL JVUÄtransition to very broad questions about gendence level of sample size.
eral views. General views solicit ‘frame of
mind’ conditions; so, for example, ‘on a scale 4. Always test your opinion research tools—
VM·OV^ZH[PZÄLKHYL`V\^P[O[OLJ\Yquestionnaires or focus group discussion
rent conditions’. It avoids leading respondguides. This allows you to test for the timLU[Z [V ZWLJPÄJ PZZ\LZ HɈLJ[PUN [OLPY TVVK
ing of interviews and to adjust questions that
but allows them to establish their general
might be misplaced in the order of questions,
mood.
or do not elicit the data that you need.

SURVEYS
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1. Keep the number of participants to a manageable number—12 people would be the
maximum because you want everyone to
speak and share their perspective.

Here are some important things to keep in mind
about focus groups.

ocus groups are valuable data gathering
tools. While not being statistically representative, you can sample opinions of people representing others in the community. They
are deliberate discussions intended to dig deep
into why people perceive things in the way they
do. Focus groups involve fewer people than
large polls and are much more manageable for
non-governmental organizations.

4. Develop a facilitator’s guide that helps you
THPU[HPU [OL ÅV^ VM H KPZJ\ZZPVU IL JSLHY

3. Choose a neutral safe space to host the discussion and create an environment that allows for informal discussion. Holding a focus
group on education in the head of a school’s
VɉJL TPNO[ MVY L_HTWSL WYL]LU[ WLVWSL
from being open in their answers.

2. Consider the demographic mix in the room.
For example, if you have a mixed group of
young and older males, in many cultures
young men will defer to their seniors, so it
may be challenging to get the opinions of
younger participants. Similarly, mixed gender
groups might not work in some settings.

FOCUS GROUPS
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[V[OLMHJPSP[H[VY^OPJOZWLJPÄJPUMVYTH[PVUPZ 5. If using recording equipment be honest with
critical and provide them with prompts to obparticipants how you will use those recordings.
tain that information. A prompt is a follow-up
Quite often researchers will say that the recordquestion that allows you to dig deeper into
ing will only be used by the researcher to enanswers.
sure accuracy of the collected data and will be
destroyed or erased once the report is written.
Example: The question might be, «How do
you feel about the current state of the envi- 6. Be clear about how you will or will not attribronment?»
ute information to participants in the reporting
VMÄUKPUNZ4VZ[VM[LUYLZLHYJOLYZ^PSSJSLHYA shy respondent may simply answer, «I worly state that quotations will not be directly atry about the environment.» It is an answer
tributed to any participant. Rather, the report
that does not provide much information, so
will identify the quotation on broader demoyou will need probing questions that prompt
graphic elements. For example, the following
TVYL M\SZVTL HUZ^LYZ! >OH[ ZWLJPÄJHSS`
quotation might appear in a report «I worry
worries you about the environment?», alterabout the environment.» (Young Male, South
natively «Why do you worry…?»
Region). People will self-censor if quotes are

FOCUS GROUPS
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For example:
a. Thank you for agreeing to participate in
this focus group discussion which will
last for no more than 90 minutes.
I >LHZR[OH[L]LY`VUL[\YUVɈ[OLPYTVbile phones so that our discussion is uninterrupted.
c. We will be recording the discussion to
allow our researchers to verify the accuracy of the information you provide. The
recordings will be erased as soon as
[OL YLZLHYJOLY OHZ ÄUPZOLK [OL YLWVY[
No quotes will be directly attributed to
anyone, we will only indicate the gender
and region of participants quoted.

7. Ensure the length of time for discussion is
not too long—once people get tired, they become anxious to leave and their answers beJVTLIYPLMLYVYHYLÅH]V\YLK^P[OMY\Z[YH[PVU
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Example: «Thank you for your opinion, but
now we would like to hear from someone else
(at which point the facilitator can invite someone else to weigh into the discussion).»

8. A good facilitator will quickly understand
which participants dominate discussions. Be
sure to have strategies to shut down dominant speakers and encourage others to join
the discussion and provide their opinion.

9. Set the ground rules for discussion at the beginning.

directly attributable to them and they believe
[OL`^PSSILPKLU[PÄLKPUYLWVY[Z

FOCUS GROUPS
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d. We want the discussion to open and 10.In addition to the facilitator, you may need
respectful of one another—everyone’s
one or two notetakers in the room. Keep the
opinion is valid—there are no right or
number of people in the room small and place
wrong answers, this is about getting
them outside of the immediate discussion
`V\Y VWPUPVU VU ZWLJPÄJ PZZ\LZ HZ `V\
HYLHZV[OL`KVUV[PU[LYY\W[VYPUÅ\LUJL[OL
YLÅLJ[[OL[OPURPUNVM[OLIYVHKLYJVTdiscussion. Sometimes there will be a cammunity.
era recording and broadcasting to another
e. Please allow for one speaker at a time
room or location where additional analysts or
so that our notetakers can capture what
key personnel monitor discussion.
is being said.
f. Give participants the opportunity to leave 11.Always thank the participants for sharing
if they are not comfortable with either the
their opinions and explain that their perspecground rules or the subject matter.
tives are important to you and your research.

FOCUS GROUPS
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Here are some important things to keep in mind
about focus groups.

4. Key informant interviews should be conducted in a comfortable and quiet environment

nterviewing relevant people is more time con- 1. Develop a standardized interview guide to efsuming than a focus group but allows you to
ÄJPLU[S`\ZL`V\YHUK`V\YWHY[PJPWHU[»Z[PTL
obtain more information directly from the participant. An in-depth interview is especially impor- 2. Be clear about the objectives of the interview
tant if the person is an expert in a particular suband how you will use the information from the
QLJ[TH[[LYVYZVTLVUL^OV^PSSILULÄ[KPYLJ[S`
interview.
from your program. Quite often these are called
key informant interviews—key informant be- 3. Quite often researchers will seek written concause they potentially have critical perspectives
sent from the interviewee to attribute inforVUHWHY[PJ\SHYZ\IQLJ[VYHYLL_WLY[ZPU[OH[ÄLSK
mation.

INTERVIEWS

5. Establish a data collection and use protocol
that clearly details how you will collect, store
and analyze the data you collect. Quite often
this protocol is shared with interviewees prior
to the interview.

and, if using recording devices, the researcher should obtain consent before recording.
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Unlike focus groups or opinion polls, the data
obtained from key informant interviews are not
necessarily representative, but expert testimony.
They are data obtained from people with specialized knowledge in a particular subject.

INTERVIEWS
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Conducting desk reviews can be as simple as

If your desk review brings you to a media report
on an academic study, try to track down the
source or academic publication of that information. Going to the source is better than relying on
second or third-hand interpretations.

athering data that already exist saves
time and provides you with critical and
essential information. However, it is crucial that you examine and use public domain
data with a critical eye. Ensure that the information you are using comes from credible sources and that it is relevant to your data collection
needs. Media reports or data that do not include
information on collection methodology are not
credible sources of information.

There are numerous think tanks, academic institutions and intergovernmental organizations
that present research on an array of subjects.
For example, the World Bank Group has a large
database of research and statistical information
on countries around the world. Its researchers
are credible and adhere to rigorous methodologies for collecting and reporting data. Similarly,
the World Health Organization and the United
Nation’s family of agencies collect and publish
global information and statistical data.

using a computer and search engine to identify relevant information or obtaining documents
MYVTWYL]PV\ZWYVNYHTZVYL_WLY[ZPU[OLÄLSK(
desktop review is most often used in establishing baseline knowledge and in developing indicators for projects or programs.

DESKTOP / PUBLIC DOMAIN

Most countries contribute researchers to these
PU[LYUH[PVUHS VYNHUPaH[PVU»Z LɈVY[Z ;`WPJHSS`
these indigenous researchers will be attached
to academic or governmental institutions. These
institutions will similarly publish research or provide statistical data that are credible and valued
resources to those conducting desktop review.
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Rather than relying on anecdotal information or
second or third-hand interpretations, always try
to go to the source of information. When using
data, be aware of any biases in the analysis of
the information. Even credible researchers have
particular biases.

DESKTOP / PUBLIC DOMAIN
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nalyzing data requires examination and
questioning. One has to understand the
data collected and be able to identify pat[LYUZHUKKYH^Q\Z[PÄHISLJVUJS\ZPVUZ@V\ULLK
to be clear for what the data will be used. For ex-

ample; if you collect statistical information from
participants in an event, what is it you are trying
to communicate? Is it that you had a number of
participants? Are you trying to demonstrate a
level of acquired knowledge?

DATA ANALYSIS

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

M&E TOOLS
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A systematic approach to developing, moni-

M&E plans provide the opportunity for rational
planning, allow for measuring progress, enable
organizations to allocate scarce resources, and
give leadership teams vital management tools.

onitoring and Evaluation plans are essential in many ways. They are not
merely components of a proposal or
agreement with donor to satisfy the donor’s
need for accountability.

Impact is what you are trying to demonstrate, not
your activities. Trainings, for example are necessary activities, but you need to demonstrate why
they are important, what is it they will accomplish
beyond equipping people with new knowledge or
skills? Once people have new knowledge or skills
what will they do with them? How does that impact your fundamental objective?

toring and evaluating your program is not only
something a donor would expect; it is good
practice for implementing programs with impact.

M&E TOOLS RATIONALE

A

A Log Frame can be as simple as the one below.
It is essentially a chart in which you identify a program’s objectives, outcomes, outputs and activities. It allows you to describe how you will measure all of those elements, and what may impact
your ability to reach your targets. Some frameworks become more complicated with the addi[PVUVMKLÄUP[PVUVMPUKPJH[VYZ®VYPU[LYTLKPH[L
indicators», «targets», «means of data collection»,

logical framework, or Log Frame, is a
planning and implementation tool that
HSSV^Z `V\ [V KLÄUL OV^ `V\ WSHU [V
achieve your objectives or goals. It also allows
you to monitor the progress of your program as
you implement it and gives you an essential tool
at the end of the program to evaluate your work.
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In the design phase, M&E teams will often identify
a program’s objectives based on needs assessments or subject matter knowledge. Then the
team will work backwards detailing the sequence
of events needed to achieve that objective.

However, to begin with, let’s keep it simple so we
are comfortable with the basics. Remember, to
some extent a Log Frame is a living tool. It means
that you will use the document throughout the life
time of the program, imputing data collected, and
sometimes amending or adding indicators as circumstances often change.

for example, as well as other additional elements.
Each donor may have their preferred format and
ZWLJPÄJLSLTLU[ZMVYPUJS\ZPVUPUH3VN-YHTL

M&E TOOLS PLANNING
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Activities/Interventions/Inputs

Outputs/Expected Results

6\[JVTL:WLJPÄJ6IQLJ[P]L

Impact/Goal/Objective

What is measured

Indicators

log Frame is essentially a chart that allows you to describe your impact in a logical way.

How indicators are
measured

=LYPÄJH[PVU

External events that may
affect achievements

Risks and Assumptions

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

(Z HU L_HTWSL ^L \ZL V\Y ÄJ[P[PV\Z VYNHUPaHtion the Global Peace Organization, working on
YLK\JPUNHYTLKJVUÅPJ[HUK[OLWYVSPMLYH[PVUVM
small arms. In a simple Log Frame, we begin

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

by entering the objective of the program—and
there may be more than one objective for every
program. We number each objective, and the indicator is similarly numbered.

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK EXAMPLE
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Activities/Interventions/Inputs

Outputs/Expected Results

6\[JVTL:WLJPÄJ6IQLJ[P]L

Objective 1
;YHPULKTLKPH[VYZYLZVS]LLTLYNPUNJVUÅPJ[ZPU
six target communities.

1. ;YPIHSJVUÅPJ[KVLZUV[LY\W[YLNPVUHSS`HUK
involve actors outside our target communities
2. Tribal leaders continue to work collaboratively
with GPO

1. (SSPKLU[PÄLKWHY[PJPWHU[ZH[[LUK^VYRZOVWHUK
YLJLP]LJLY[PÄJH[PVU[VJVUK\J[JVUÅPJ[
mediation

Key Informant interviews will be conducted with
security and tribal leaders two months and six
months after workshop

1. Sign in sheets
2. *LY[PÄJH[LZVMJVTWSL[PVU
3. Pledge forms indicating participant intention
[VTLKPH[LJVUÅPJ[

Indicator 1.1 ,SPTPUH[L[YPIHSJVUÅPJ[PU
communities A & B, and reduce criminally
TV[P]H[LKJVUÅPJ[PU*+,HUK-I`MV\Y»

Indicator 1.2
24WHY[PJPWHU[ZJVTWSL[LH[OYLLKH`JVUÅPJ[
mediation and resolution training

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

External events that may affect achievements

How indicators are measured

What is measured

Risks and Assumptions

=LYPÄJH[PVU

Indicators
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nce we are clear on our objectives and
indicators, we can work on the interventions or activities needed to accomplish
our goal. We can always go back and adjust
our objectives if in our planning we discover we
need to.

In this example, there are at least two activities
required to meet our objective. In fact, there
would be a number of other activities, not indicated below that could be included such as;
ÄLSK TVUP[VYPUN ]PZP[Z H[[LUKHUJL H[ TLKPH[PVU
tables and so on. But to keep it simple for illustration we only include two example activities.

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK EXAMPLE

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK
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Having described our activities, we are ready to
describe outputs from those activities as well as

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

expected outcomes resulting from our activities.

1. All participants are able to travel to workshop

1.
2.
3
4.

Indicator 2.1
24 candidates attend three-day workshop and
YLJLP]LJVUÅPJ[TLKPH[PVU[YHPUPUN

Activity 2.1
*VUK\J[[OYLLKH`ZJVUÅPJ[TLKPH[PVU[YHPUPUNMVY
24 candidates from 6 communities

Sign in sheets
Event photographs
*LY[PÄJH[LZ
Pledges

1. Candidates see recruitment call and send cvs
2. At least 24 sign participation forms

1. 24 or more cvs are collected by project team.
2. 24 Candidates sign participation forms

Indicator 1.1
24VYTVYLX\HSPÄLKJHUKPKH[LZYLZWVUK[V[OL
call for

1. (SSPKLU[PÄLKWHY[PJPWHU[ZH[[LUK^VYRZOVWHUK
YLJLP]LJLY[PÄJH[PVU[VJVUK\J[JVUÅPJ[
mediation

1. Sign in sheets
2. *LY[PÄJH[LZVMJVTWSL[PVU
3. Pledge forms indicating participant intention
[VTLKPH[LJVUÅPJ[

Indicator 1.2
24WHY[PJPWHU[ZJVTWSL[LH[OYLLKH`JVUÅPJ[
mediation and resolution training

Risks and Assumptions
1. ;YPIHSJVUÅPJ[KVLZUV[LY\W[YLNPVUHSS`HUK
involve actors outside our target communities
2. Tribal leaders continue to work collaboratively
with GPO

=LYPÄJH[PVU
Key Informant interviews will be conducted with
security and tribal leaders two months and six
months after workshop

Indicators
Indicator 1.1 ,SPTPUH[L[YPIHSJVUÅPJ[PU
communities A & B, and reduce criminally
TV[P]H[LKJVUÅPJ[PU*+,HUK-I`MV\Y»

Activity 1.1
Issue a recruitment call for 4JVUÅPJ[TLKPH[VYZPU
6 communities

Outputs/Expected Results

6\[JVTL:WLJPÄJ6IQLJ[P]L

Objective 1
;YHPULKTLKPH[VYZYLZVS]LLTLYNPUNJVUÅPJ[ZPU
six target communities.
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Assumes all 24 complete course and commit to
ILJVUÅPJ[TLKPH[VYZPU[OLPYJVTT\UP[PLZ

5\TILYVMJLY[PÄJH[PVUZPZZ\LKHUKWSLKNLZ
received from participants.
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1. All participants are able to travel to workshop

1.
2.
3
4.

Indicator 2.1
24JHUKPKH[LZH[[LUK[OYLLKH`^VYRZOVWHUKYLJLP]LJVUÅPJ[
mediation training

Activity 2.1
*VUK\J[[OYLLKH`ZJVUÅPJ[TLKPH[PVU[YHPUPUNMVY24
candidates from 6 communities

Sign in sheets
Event photographs
*LY[PÄJH[LZ
Pledges

1. Candidates see recruitment call and send cvs
2. At least 24 sign participation forms

1. 24 or more cvs are collected by project team.
2. 24 Candidates sign participation forms

Indicator 1.1
24VYTVYLX\HSPÄLKJHUKPKH[LZYLZWVUK[V[OLJHSSMVY

Indicator 1.1 Number of participants that earn
JLY[PÄJH[PVUHUKZPNUWSLKNLZHZJVUÅPJ[
resolution mediators.

Assumes mediators are able to identify and
LUNHNLPULHYS`Z[HNLZVMJVUÅPJ[

1. Desk review of media and security force
reporting.
2. Key informant interviews two months, and six
months and end of program.

Indicator 1.2 :THSSHYTZJVUÅPJ[PZJ\[PUOHSMPU
communities C, D, E, and F

Assumes mediators are able to identify and
LUNHNLPULHYS`Z[HNLZVMJVUÅPJ[

1. Desk review of media and security force
reporting.
2. Key informant interviews two months, and six
months and end of program.

Indicator 1.1 :THSSHYTZJVUÅPJ[YLK\JLK[VUPSPU
communities A&B

1. (SSPKLU[PÄLKWHY[PJPWHU[ZH[[LUK^VYRZOVWHUKYLJLP]L
JLY[PÄJH[PVU[VJVUK\J[JVUÅPJ[TLKPH[PVU

1. Sign in sheets
2. *LY[PÄJH[LZVMJVTWSL[PVU
3. Pledge forms indicating participant intention to mediate
JVUÅPJ[

Indicator 1.2
24WHY[PJPWHU[ZJVTWSL[LH[OYLLKH`JVUÅPJ[TLKPH[PVUHUK
resolution training

Risks and Assumptions
1. ;YPIHSJVUÅPJ[KVLZUV[LY\W[YLNPVUHSS`HUKPU]VS]LHJ[VYZ
outside our target communities
2. Tribal leaders continue to work collaboratively with GPO

=LYPÄJH[PVU
Key Informant interviews will be conducted with security and
tribal leaders two months and six months after workshop

Indicators
Indicator 1.1 ,SPTPUH[L[YPIHSJVUÅPJ[PUJVTT\UP[PLZ( )HUK
YLK\JLJYPTPUHSS`TV[P]H[LKJVUÅPJ[PU*+,HUK-I`MV\Y»

Activity 1.1
Issue a recruitment call for 4JVUÅPJ[TLKPH[VYZPU6
communities

Outputs 24 1.1 *VUÅPJ[4LKPH[VYZHYLWYV]PKLK[OL
ZRPSSZ[VPKLU[PM`HUKTLKPH[LWV[LU[PHSJVUÅPJ[PU
6 communities

Outcome 1.1
*VUÅPJ[9LZVS\[PVU4LKPH[VYZLUNHNLPU
WLHJLI\PSKPUNHJ[PVUZ[OH[H]LY[JVUÅPJ[PU[OLPY
communities.

Objective 1
;YHPULKTLKPH[VYZYLZVS]LLTLYNPUNJVUÅPJ[ZPUZP_[HYNL[
communities.
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his is a simple representation of a Log
Frame designed at the beginning of a proNYHTMVYHÄJ[P[PV\ZVYNHUPaH[PVU;OLW\Y-

pose is to demonstrate how a Log Frame, albeit
simple, is developed.

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK

D

During the implementation phase, the Log Frame
serves as a road map of sorts, guiding and focusing the organization in reaching its programmatic objectives.

uring the design phase, a Logical Framework allows us to plan and identify what is
possible and what resources we need to
accomplish our objectives. Developing a budget
with a completed Log Frame is made easy because we have clearly described all the activities.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION HANDBOOK

While it has been mentioned several times in this
handbook, donors will ask for a Logical Framework because they want to know that you understand how to demonstrate impact. More importantly, it is a critically important tool for your
organization for all stages of the program cycle.

As an evaluative tool the Log Frame gives you
a starting point to ask the important evaluation
questions such as, «Did we achieve what we set
out to accomplish?», «Were our program and interventions relevant?», and «What was our impact?»

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
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If a donor provides you with a template for designing a Log Frame and you do not understand
the terminology or intent, do not feel embarrassed to ask them to clarify. While most donors

here is a large body of work dedicated to
monitoring, evaluation, and learning related
to development programming; much of it is
available online. Become familiar with the basics
contained in this hand book and, when you are
comfortable with developing Log Frames, explore more complex frames and M&E tools.

Finally, it is worth stressing that proposals or
programs are designed with reasonable statement of impact. While a longer-term objectives
or vision may be the ultimate goal, a short-term
WYVQLJ[T\Z[OH]LZWLJPÄJTLHZ\YHISLHJOPL]able, realistic, and time bound objectives.

will have deep experience designing and working with log frames, they will know that many
KPɈLYLU[ Z[HUKHYKZ HUK [LTWSH[LZ HYL \ZLK I`
a variety of donors. They will gladly provide clarPÄJH[PVU

C ONCLUSION
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NOTES
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